Workshops:
The heart of the
MagiKats Programme
Every student is assigned to a
Stage, based on their academic
year and assessed study level.
Stage 3 students are approximately
10 to 12 years old.
The sheets in this pack are a small sample of what is
available! These are only samples of the student’s
worksheets - our teaching methods include discussion
and hands-on activities.
Core skills sheets are also provided for independent
completion by each student (usually at home).
Topics offered at this level include: vocabulary development &
correct usage; presentation & construction of sentences;
vocabulary devices; reading & writing comprehension of both
fiction & non-fiction texts; rhymes; synopsis.
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Punctuation: Speech Marks
There are two ways of writing speech. The first is called direct speech.
It’s when you write the exact words that someone said and put them in speech marks.
Hmm, coffee and lime…
Well, it’s different.

Barry said, “Hmm, coffee
and lime… Well, it’s
different.”

PL

Put a D by the sentences that contain direct speech.
a)

Wanda said, “I don’t feel like doing any more work today.”

b)

Jenny replied that she felt the same.

c)

Wanda sighed, “Aren’t Fridays a pain?”

d)

Jenny said, “Let’s go to the coffee bar and have espressos.”

D

M

5)

E

Remember - when you write direct speech it has to be the
exact words that the person said.

SA

The second way of writing speech is called indirect speech, or reported speech.
It’s when you write what someone said, but in your own words. You don’t use speech marks.

Barry said that the coffee and lime drink was different.

6)

Turn this story into reported speech in the space below.

“Would you like to be on our team?” said Jeff to Frank.
“Yeah, that’d be cool,” replied Frank, enthusiastically.
“You can play in defence,” said Jeff.
“I don’t want to go in goal, though,” said Frank.
“That’s ok-Matt’s goalkeeper today.”
Jeff asked Frank if he’d like to be on their team.________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
© MagiKats Ltd
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When you write reported speech, you’re using your own words, so there’s more than one way
of writing it.

Barry said the coffee and lime drink was odd.
It’s not exactly what he said, but it’s a fair guess what he meant.
Give two different ways of turning these sentences into reported speech.
a)

“Mmm, this flower smells rather like custard,” said Brenda.

E

7)

__________________________________________________

b)

PL

__________________________________________________

“I suppose they’ll want me to pay for that as well,” grumbled Hilda.
_____________________________________________________

M

_____________________________________________________
Reported speech is a good opportunity to use words other than “said”.

SA

Barry muttered something about the drink.
You can shorten the speech too and still give an idea of what was said.

8)

Write these sentences out as reported speech. Use a different word instead of “said”,
and shorten the speech a bit to give an idea of what was said.
a)

“I don’t believe it! This toaster’s broken again!” said Marcus.

_________________________________________________
b)

“Er, I think it might have been me, actually,” said Paul.

_________________________________________________
c)

“Was it now? Well mate, you’re going to have to buy a new one,” said Marcus.

________________________________________________________________
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Vocabulary Extension
There are, apparently, about 300 words that do most of the work when we communicate in
English. That is very useful if you are in the early stages of learning or if you are learning
English as a foreign language but imagine how boring it would be if everything we said and
wrote never went any further than those words? We need a bigger vocabulary.

It is very easy to use got, get and nice rather than the best word for the job. Read
the following and replace get and nice with something more interesting and precise.
Either write the new word or phrase in the spaces above or re-write the whole
passage on separate paper.

SA

1)

M

PL

E

There are a variety of ways you can work on this.
Read more.
Keep a personal dictionary. Writing a word and its meaning down can help to get it into
your brain.
Think about words in groups so that you have a kind of framework to help you
remember them.
Do crosswords, word searches etc.
Get into the habit of using a dictionary and a thesaurus. (A thesaurus will give you not
the meaning but alternative words that mean nearly the same as the one you are
looking up. It should help you to find exactly the word you want.)
Find out about the words we have taken from other languages and think about how
these roots work in English: bi means two and we have words like bicycle and bilateral
(2- sided) in English. What does bio mean? What about biology, biography ? The
French talk about le weekend. We talk about having savoir faire if we know how to
cope with all the demands of life, perhaps with a bit of style.

When I got up the sun was shining, so I got dressed and went to the kitchen where I
got my breakfast. The bacon was nice. In fact, everything tasted nice. I decided to get my
swimming things and meet my friend.
Swimming is nice. If you swim you get fit and feel nicer.
The weather was nice so I walked to the pool and didn’t get a bus as I usually do. The water
was nice and, as the pool was nice and empty, we got a lot of lengths done, which was nice.
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Look at the words below. Think of others that mean the same or nearly the same.
What you are doing is finding synonyms.
Pleasant
Horrible
Beautiful

E

Lovely
Rude

PL

Green
Old
Tatty

Bright

M

Reliable

SA

Think of another possible meaning for Bright

3)

Homophones are words that sound the same but have different meanings.
Write sentences to show you understand the following homonym pairs:

There/their*

Break/brake

© MagiKats Ltd
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Knight/night

E

Boar/Bore*

PL

Rite/Right

Can you find another homophone to make the pairs marked * into triples?

Another game of this kind is antonyms – words that mean the opposite of each other –
dead/alive; hot/cold; boiling/freezing.

SA

4)

M

By the way, homonyms are words that are spelt the same but have different meanings like
bear meaning big animal and bear meaning carry.

Start your own list here:

© MagiKats Ltd
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Proverbs

What is a proverb?
It is a familiar saying that has a particular meaning or moral.
Here’s a proverb:

“Too many cooks spoil the broth.”

E

What do you think this means?

The literal meaning might be, “Too many people cooking at one time will mean that you make a
mess of the food and it doesn’t taste very nice.”

Can you see the difference?

PL

However, the implied meaning of the proverb is, “If you have too many people working on
something, then you will probably make a mess of it.”

M

Look up the meanings of the words literal and implied in your dictionary, and write them out
here:
literal ________________________________________________________________

SA

_____________________________________________________________________
implied _______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Now, have a go at the proverbs cards, and then use them to complete the following proverbs:

Two heads are better than _______.
Two is company, _________ is a crowd.
Cleanliness is ________ to godliness.
Curiosity _________ the cat.
Jack of all trades, _________ of none.
What do you think these proverbs mean? Discuss them with the group.
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Now, let’s look at these proverbs. Write down what you think the literal meaning may be for
each one, and then write what you think the proverb actually means.
Proverb

Literal Meaning

Implied (Proverb) Meaning

SA

M

You can’t judge a book by its
cover.

PL

Let sleeping dogs lie.

E

There’s no smoke without fire.

You only reap what you sow.

Don’t count your chickens
before they’ve hatched.

Now, have another go at the proverbs cards. This time, try to match up the explanations as
well. After you’ve done that, choose four of the proverbs and in each case, invent a situation
that would explain the proverb.
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Presentation

M

PL

E

Have you ever thought about how things are presented can influence what you think? Let’s
take these three people…………………

Write a sentence or two to describe what you think the person’s character is like.

SA

Character 1: ___________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Character 2: ___________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Character 3: ___________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Which character would you offer a job to?

____________________________

Why? ________________________________________________________________
Which character would you like to be friends with?

____________________________

Why? ________________________________________________________________

© MagiKats Ltd
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It’s quite easy to provide someone with a specific impression about your character by how you
look and dress. You can then either reinforce or change that impression by how you speak and
act.
Is it that easy with writing? Presentation is very important, to provide the correct
impression. You are not able to add any speech or physical movements to reinforce or change
that. An easy example of how presentation can influence a person’s impression of writing is in
adverts. Look at these…………………………

PL

E

Buy Simpson’s cheese

M

Buy Simpson’s cheese – it’s tasty!

SA

Buy Simpson’s cheese….
….don’t let the mouse get it!

Write a few sentences to explain which you think is the best advert. Don’t forget to give
reasons for your choice.

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
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What if you cannot use pictures and a computer to help with presentation? You have to rely
simply on using writing skills. What sort of things can you use when hand writing, to improve
your presentation? Write a list here.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

E

_____________________________________________________________________

PL

Re-write this passage about MagiKats, putting in all punctuation and presenting it to make the
important points stand out. Make sure you try and include some of the elements you have just
identified as being important in presentation, but NO PICTURES. You may want to do a couple
of drafts, before your final attempt.

SA

M

put the fun back into learning children learn better when they enjoy said peter price chair of
the national primary headteachers association in his recent submission to the largest review
of primary education in 40 years this is the basis too of learning maths and english at all
MagiKats tuition centres including those which are now available locally local tuition centre
principal emma lomas said we aim for children attending our centres to rediscover the joy of
learning of course effort must go in if progress is to be made but this is equally true of their
other out of school activities be they ballet or football children at MagiKats work to improve
their maths and english at carefully structured workshops in addition to pencil on paper work
these sessions build in fun multi-sensory activities which our students complete under the
guidance of trained mentors this brings them the enjoyment and understanding that breeds
success to find out more about MagiKats and the location of your nearest tuition centre visit
www.magikats.com or call 01252 821603

Now look at the presentation of the actual piece of editorial, along with an advert that went
with it. How does your version compare? Discuss all the versions that you and your group have
produced, and decide which is your favourite overall.
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Nice synonyms!
‘Nice’ is a word that doesn’t really give a good idea of what something is like. You should try
not to use nice in your writing as there are lots of better words - here are just some of
them!

cosy
tidy
tender
gentle
neat
polite
obedient

generous
easy
clean
pretty
amusing
interesting
well-behaved

E

tasty
quiet
snug
delicate
helpful
lovely
kind

PL

pleasant
peaceful
sweet
fine
friendly
happy
enchanting

Nice words
comfortable
delightful
welcoming
patient
bright
charming
caring

a nice house

SA

a nice day

M

Use some of these words (or find your own!) instead of nice to describe the things below.

© MagiKats Ltd
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‘SAID’ Synonyms
All of the following are words to use instead of said. All of them are ways that someone
might speak, and many will give us a clue as to how they are feeling and the exact way in
which they speak. This helps both a reader and a writer put their meaning across.

nag

argue

scream

screech

yell

bellow

bawl

waffle

yelp

squeak

howl

reply

answer

exclaim

whisper

mutter

mumble

hiss

babble

croak

giggle

chortle

drone

complain

whine

lecture

grizzle

sob

E

shriek

gossip

gibber

laugh

grumble

recite

gripe

whimper

brag

preach

PL

chatter

scoff

SA

M

Group together words that you think have very similar meanings.
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elephant

hoot

crow

whinny

owl

mew

parrot

trumpet

bird

chirrup

frog

caw
snort
squeak

dog

horse

SA

howl

wolf

M

squawk

PL

bark

mouse

turkey

croak

cat

roar

goat

bleat

snake

hiss

pig

growl

goose

neigh

lion

honk
gobble

Some animals have more than one noise!
© MagiKats Ltd

E

Who says what?
Animals have special ‘noise’ words. Can you match the word for their sound to the animal that
makes them?
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Types of noises
Find a few examples that fit each type of noise. Try to use one of the noise words to go with
each one.
Quiet noises
The rustling of pages turning

M

PL

E

Sudden noises
The alarm clock clanging

Loud noises
Thunder rumbling around the sky

SA

Repetitive noises

Ticking of text messaging

Check all your spellings using a dictionary.
© MagiKats Ltd
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Sentence Construction
If your teacher has ever told you that you must learn to write in proper sentences, then this
is the work for you. Some people learn to write in sentences just by absorbing the examples
all around them, but if that doesn’t work for you then you need to look at the structure more
closely. You might also be asked to discuss sentences construction in a test.

SUBJECT

E

This is a very important brick in the building of sentences – so important that you will meet it
in other worksheets here and often in English in school, so let’s see if we can get it right
first time.

PL

The subject of a sentence is the ‘doer’ of the action of a verb. It can be a person/persons, a
thing or an idea – I, Mr Brown, the table, she, they, comedy, electricity, etc. – and must be a
noun or pronoun.

Underline the subject of each sentence in pencil, and put a ring around the word or
words that make up the verb.

SA

1)

M

You should expect to find the subject in front of the part of the verb that tells you the
TENSE (when the action happened – past/present/future) and what the action is. The verb
might be expressed in more then one word – will have, might find, could have seen etc.
A subject and a verb that tells you the tense are the basic building blocks of a sentence.
You might have the word swim, but if there is no subject and no tense it is not a sentence.

Last night my brother and I went to the pictures.

It was a long trip by bus and train.
Sadly, the film was very boring.
I fell asleep.

In fact, I must have missed most of it.
Most of the people there felt the film was awful.
Some people had even asked for their money back.
I think it is better to sleep in bed!

© MagiKats Ltd
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Which of the following are sentences? Cross out any that are not.
(Check by underlining the subject and ringing the verb.)
The dog ate its dinner.

b)

Writing for a living.

c)

Writing for a living is a hard career.

d)

We were very late for the party.

e)

The aeroplane took off late.

f)

The difficulty of getting everyone together for an orchestra practice.

g)

Waiting for the orchestra practice to begin.

h)

Having waited for two hours.

i)

The best coffee in town.

j)

Jane went to the shop at the end of the road.

E

a)

PL

2)

Sheet 16

SA

M

Add something to the beginning or the end of the examples from question 2 that are not
sentences so that they include a subject and a verb and become sentences.

© MagiKats Ltd
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Put these words in the right order to make clear sentences.

(important) (words.) (It is) (the best)(very) (order of) (to find)

b)

(the meaning) (needs) (as possible)(her reader.) (to make) (as clear) (for)
(A writer)

c)

(to think) (down.) (sentence) (You need)(the whole) (before) (about) (writing it)

d)

(head,) (the sentence) (If) (hold) (too long.)(you) (in your) (can't) (it is)

e)

(of the most) (Fluent) (important skills)(is one) (in writing.)
(sentence construction)

M

PL

E

a)

SA

3)

Sheet 17

f)

(to be) (order.) (they are) (Words) (in)(need) (the best) (until)
(changed around)

g)

(too.)(to try)(powerful)(It is)(important)(to use)(vocabulary)

© MagiKats Ltd
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A verb that indicates tense is a FINITE VERB.
Each time you come to a finite verb in a sentence you have a new CLAUSE.
If there is only one clause in a sentence it is the MAIN CLAUSE.
A main clause can stand alone and make complete sense.
Divide up the sentences below into clauses (most have more than one). Remember
there will be a clause for each finite verb, so find and underline the subject and ring
the verb of each one.

E

4)

On Friday last week an old school friend rang unexpectedly.

PL

It was quite a surprise because I had not heard from her for a long time.
Her family had moved house the year before and I did not know her new
address.

I had been quite upset at the time because she had been a really good friend.

M

I remember being sad and hurt that she did not tell me where she was going to
live, but I was still very glad to hear from her.

SA

As you can see, sentences can have more than one clause in them. In fact most sentences
have more than one, and some can have several. Writing with sentences that contain only one
clause is very boring to read.
5)

Re-write the following passage in longer, more interesting sentences, and using more
powerful vocabulary:

I got up. I cleaned my teeth. I went downstairs. I had a bowl of cereal. I had a cup of tea.
I washed up. I got dressed. I put my coat on. I went out.

© MagiKats Ltd
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There are two ways of making your sentences longer and more interesting.
Either
Glue together two or more main clauses to make a COMPOUND SENTENCE. We use the
words for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so to join these. These words are called
CONJUNCTIONS.
Example: My Dad grounded me so I was not able to go to the cinema. (Compound)

PL

E

Or
Take one or more main clauses and prop up one of the weaker clauses that do not make
independent sense against them. The action in the weaker clause, known as the
SUBORDINATE CLAUSE relies on the action in the main clause in some way. In this type of
sentence you will see words like because, although, until, once, who, whenever in the joins
between the clauses. If there is only one main clause, the sentence is COMPLEX. If there
is more than one it is called COMPOUND-COMPLEX.
Example: I was not able to go to the cinema because I had been grounded by my Dad.
(Complex)

M

Since my Dad had grounded me for staying out too late, I couldn’t go to the cinema.
(Compound-complex)

SA

Don’t worry! This gets easier as you start to use the
different sentence types.

6)

Underline the dependent clause in each of the following sentences then rewrite each
sentence by changing the order of the clauses.

a)

He missed the opening speech because he was so late.

b)

While Ellie stayed at home and sulked, Adam went to the playground.

c)

James wasn’t paying attention because he was laughing.

© MagiKats Ltd
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We write letters for different reasons and to different people.
Think carefully about the sorts of letters that you might write. We write in one way if we
are writing to a friend and in a different way if we are writing a formal letter. (Do you know
what I mean by a formal letter?)
Complete the table below to show the similarities and differences in the ways
Task One:
that we write.
businesses

E

newspapers

e.g. Look forward to
hearing from you.

SA

M

endings

friends
e.g. Hi there!

PL

Letters to
beginnings

Task Two:
Think of a school trip that you enjoyed. List the main points that you might
include if you were writing a letter describing the outing.
Write letters describing the event to
a)
a friend
b)
your grandmother
c)
a company that paid for the trip

(Look at the other sheet before starting.)
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Guidelines for writing letters

E

Letters to friends or family
Write your address and the date in the top right hand corner
Start your letter with ‘Dear….’ and use their first or nick name
Ask how they are.
Tell them why you are writing.
Tell them what you have been doing – two or three paragraphs would be about
right.
End with a friendly comment like ‘Lots of love’, and your first name.

SA

M

PL

Formal letters
Write your address in the top right hand corner and put the date a couple of
line below it.
Start your letter with ‘Dear Sir or Madam,’ unless you know their name. In this
case start ‘Dear Mr …..,’.
Avoid slang. Use formal English.
Use your opening sentence to tell them why you are writing.
Start a new paragraph for each new point.
If you started with ‘Dear Sir or Madam,’ then end with ‘Yours faithfully,’.
If you started with ‘Dear Mr ….,’ then end with ‘Yours sincerely,’.
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Synopsis

Choose a book that you enjoyed reading and know well. Write a blurb of between 40
and 70 words, remembering to try to tempt people to read the book. (There is no
reason to worry that you haven’t got the book with you. You are NOT supposed to be
going into detail, but don’t choose a book unless you can remember the name of the
main character!)

SA

M

1)

PL

E

So what is a synopsis? The chances are that you will have read a large number of
these in your time. A synopsis is a summary – a short version of
something – that makes clear what the main features of the
original might be. Probably the synopsis that you will be most
familiar with is the “blurb” on the cover of a book. This is a very
special kind of synopsis as it is important that a blurb does not
give away too much of the story. Its purpose is to make people
want to read the book, not to save them the trouble! If, for
instance, you are talking about an adventure story, you might
say that the characters have many exciting adventures in the
Arctic, or wherever they have gone, but would not tell what
actually happened. A blurb has to be written in a limited number of words
to fit into the space that it has been allocated on the cover of the book.

Another place where you will find a synopsis is in the beginning
of a non-fiction book. The Contents pages are really a synopsis
of what is in the book, although you would normally expect this
to be in a little more detail.

2)

Imagine a non-fiction book about your favourite sport. What do you think should be
included? Write the contents page on lined paper. The book should not be more than
48 pages long.
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A synopsis is also a very useful technique to use when you are
trying to learn or revise a topic for an examination. Writing down
the main points about a topic that you need to revise is a basic
outline synopsis. You could, of course, increase the amount of detail
without putting everything down and that would still be a synopsis.

PL

Choose a topic that you have studied or you are studying in school, perhaps something
from History like The Spanish Armada, or a Science topic. Write a synopsis of this
topic.
a)

What details would you need to cover?

b)

What would be the best and clearest way of arranging them?

c)

Check that you have made a good job of your synopsis by considering whether
you could easily expand what you have written into a full essay.

SA

M

3)

E

The important things to remember about a synopsis is that it must be
well organised and to cover all the main points. If you have done your
job well then what you have written will be similar
to a framework or a plan for an essay.
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How would you go about considering a synopsis and whether it offers an effective summary?
4)

Read the following:
Topic:
The Globe Theatre
A description of the 3 Globes – Two in the time of
Shakespeare and the modern version in London today

PL

E

i) Elizabethan theatres • Round
• Open air
• Cheap standing room for “Groundlings” round the stage
• Seats were more expensive
• Performances during the day - daylight

M

ii) First Globe
• Built from the timbers of another theatre that was being taken down
• Major theatre for Shakespeare’s company
• Burnt down during a performance of “Henry VIII” – no-one was seriously hurt

SA

iii) Second Globe
• Replacement as above
• Built 1614
• Demolished 1644

iv) Modern Globe
• Built through the efforts of Sam Wanamaker – famous director
• In London
• Allows people to see plays performed in a theatre like Shakespeare’s.

If you have studied this topic, you probably know more than is given here. If you haven’t, was
this helpful or was it hard to make sense of it? It is probably true that you would have liked
fuller sentences to explain the points. It is also true that some of the points here are detail
rather than essential information.
a)
b)

Write the paragraph about the First Globe Theatre in full.
What points in this synopsis do not seem to be essential but, rather, added detail?

Note: Bullet points are not often recommended as you are supposed to write in correct
sentences most of the time, but they could be quite helpful in this kind of work.
5)

Choose a well-known story and this time, write a full synopsis, not just the blurb.
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